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Downtown

Should Judicial Board Handle Stealing?
Q - For the weekend of preregist ration, will the meals in the
dining hall be seated? L.W.
A - Mr. Carbone feels that
since a large number of students
will be on campus for that day
that it will be necessary for
meals to be seated for the weekend.
Q - What is the reason for the
bookstore not having the books
that are required for classes
when they are needed? Does the
registrar send the bookstore approximations? A.R.
A - Each professor tries to
estimate how many students will
be in a class from the number
that pre-register. After the instructor places an order with
the bookstore for the number of
books he thinks he will need, Mr.
Harper, manager of the bookstore, and the department chairmen try to decide how many new
books should be ordered. Often
students buy new books and because Mr. Harper cannot return
many of the books that he orders,
he loses a great deal of money.
Actually. Mr. Harper was only off
in his estimations in six classes
this semester. Often the shortage of books is due to the negligence of the instructor. A deadline of December 16 was set for
ordering books for second semester, but the records that Mr.
Harper showed us show that most
of the faculty did not order their
texts until January. Some instructors even waited until the
day classes started to order. It
takes two weeks at the minimum
for books to arrive, so when they
are ordered late, they will arrive
late. Mr. Harper has also had instructors order twice as many
books as there were students in
the class and he can only return
20% of the total order to the publishing company. For example, if
60 books are ordered and 30 are
sold, this means Mr. Harper can
return 12 books, but he's stuck
with 18 that he may not be able
to sell. Mr. Harper says any
student who has a question about
a book should come to him and
he will explain why it was not
here.
Q - What are the possibilities of Longwood ever becoming
co-ed? B.C.
A - Dr. Willett served on a
committee several years ago
which considered this idea and
gave us the following statement
on their findings:
"We began studying the ques-

(Continued on page 5)

Mary Lou Glasheen opened
over to the students.

By LYNNE PIERCE
Legislative Board held an open
forum for students last Thursday
to discuss the proposed extension of Judicial Board's jurisdiction to cover events which occur downtown. The meeting was
opened by the board's chairman,
Mary Lou Glasheen, who called
on Sandy Oliver, chairman of Judicial Board, to explain why
the proposal had been made.
Sandy gave three basic reasons for Judicial Board's support
for the proposal. One reason is
that bad public relations are created for the college if it continues
to allow its students to steal and
takes no steps to correct the
problem. The second reason for
their support was that, if a student is suspended by Judicial
Board, nothing goes on her per-

it could be guaranteed that the or is she a student who just
merchants would comply with the happens to have the right to
rule. He said, even if they all vote?"
signed an agreement, there was
"I can't argue with you over
no way they could legally be held the fact that they ought to perto it. Prosecution of a student by haps do more than they're doing.
a merchant is unlikely, he feels, At the same time, I'm saying
but, if it occurs, the courts and what is the realistic situation.
attorney general have ruled that We've got no control over what
the dual system is not double the merchants do. I think if we
jeopardy.
do it, it puts us judicially in a
Many of the students present better situation," said Dr. Wilvoiced the opinion that handling lett. Sandy added that, once a
this problem is the responsibili- student has a criminal record,
ty of the merchants and not the she loses many of her rights as
college. They felt that the stu- a citizen, including voting and
dents should not be "pampered" holding government jobs. In light
or receive special treatment be- of this, she felt suspension was
the meeting before turning it
cause they attend college. One a much lighter penalty.
student summed up the general
Several questions raised durfeeling
in
saying:
"It
seems
like
ing
the session concerned how
manent record to indicate this.
the
question
is,
is
the
student
However, if a civil court con(Continued on Page 11)
victs her, she carries a record first a citizen and then a student,
for the rest of her life. The third
%
reason for supporting, according
to Sandy, is to relieve the merchants of a fear of repercussions from the students. The
merchants do not punish students, Sandy said, because they
are afraid their stores will be
boycotted.
When the discussion was opened to the group, the first questions concerned whether or not
the merchants would follow this
policy and enforce it. There was
also a question as to whether it
would be double jeopardy if a
merchant were to prosecute in a
civil court if Judicial Board
\ *~
suspended the student. Dr. WilDr. Willett answers a question from a student.
lett said there was no way that

Longwood College Phi Kappa Phi
by LYNDA VAN HORN
"Let the love of learning rule
mankind" is a translation of the
motto of Phi Kappa Phi, newly
initiated honor society at Longwood.
No, Phi Kappa Phi is not "just
another honor society" but a
society recognizing outstanding
scholarship among undergraduates, placing it on the same

level as Phi Beta Kappa. In
fact, the only distinction between
the two honor fraternities is
that Phi Beta Kappa has chapters
on campuses that are strictly
liberal arts.
In 1897 the Universities of
Maine and Tennessee and
Pennsylvania State joined together to form a nationally
recognized fraternity which hon-

\

Dr. Tinnell assists Dr. Bingner in signing the Phi Kappa
Phi charter.

ored those students who excelled
academically but did not attend
liberal arts colleges. It was not
until 1900, however, that the
society adopted its present name,
Phi Kappa Phi, which are the
Greek letters of the words in
the organization's motto.
The society's primary purpose is as stated in its constitution "to emphasize scholarship and character in the thought
of college students, to foster
the significant purposes for
which institutions of higher
learning have been founded, and
to stimulate mental achievement
by recognition through election
to membership."
Longwood's chapter is the
136th chapter to be founded but
only the third such in Virginia.
The process of founding a chapter at Longwood has not been
an easy one though. In fact efforts to get a chapter at Longwood were begun in 1970 with
the college being rejected once
before its recent acceptance.
In order for a chapter to be
founded, a college must have
certain qualifications Including
a certain number of faculty members who are members of either
Phi Kappa Phi or Phi Beta Kappa.

Ten members of the Longwood
faculty representing approximately 20 Phi Kappa Phi and
Phi Beta Kappa members on
campus presented a petition for
membership to Dr. George L.
Robertson the regent of the national society.
The petition was officially accepted by the National Executive
Council of Phi Kappa Phi in
October of last year but it was
not until February 24 of this
year that the chapter was installed on campus.
Dr. Robert Blasch, profegsoi
of music at Longwood, who was
recently installed as president of
Longwood's chapter of Phi Kappa
Phi thinks that the two years it
took to receive a charter at
Longwood is not an exceptionally
long period. ■ We were fortunate;
sometimes it takes much
longer," he said.
Thursday's \\v t.ill.ihon ceremonies included the official installation, a dinner for participants, and a reception for faculty
and students.
The signing of th<- charter
was the high point of the installation ceremony which also included a brief discussion of the
(Continued on Page 8)
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Commentary:

Student Union Desperate For Help
ing toward a Coffee House. This
would help toward achieving our
weekend planning. Yet, we would
be remaining within our budget.
Make it a part of you to be a
Also, a symposium has been
part of us. Have you heard our discussed as a possibility. A
slogan? Maybe so, but did you symposium is a week long lectake heed? The student union ture series based upon a cenby its very name implies a group tral theme. It would take two
of students. Our present diffi- years of planning to initiate this
culty is the size of that group. idea. Students would have to deThe union has high hopes and velop a theme, select lectures,
ambitious plans for this semes- and enlist financial support from
ter and next year. We have various areas to fund such an
scheduled varied activities in activity. A symposium is not
an attempt to provide at least simply a dream. With a core of
one event to appeal to any given hard working students it could
student. We are planning to have be a reality.
one concert and a mixer each
Any organization has a certain
month. In addition, we plan to amount of growing pains when it
have as many other events as changes as rapidly as ours has.
we are able to handle. We are However, we are now facing up
also working toward program- to them and looking for soluming on weekends. This is an tions. Communications has been
attempt to keep students on cam- one of our biggest problems.
pus and to provide for those To help resolve this a student
that stay at present.
union room has been made out
All of these are present plans, of the game room in Lankford.
however, the possibilities out Here messages can be left connumber them by far. For ex- cerning any aspect of our proample the student union is look- gramming. Information on varby DRAGON CHANDLER
Chairman of Student Union

oo

The Courts
Have Ruled
Anyone who attended the open forum Thursday
heard the above phrase used frequently, but it is
one which all Longwood students should be familiar
with by now. Anytime a procedure comes into question, we hear it. It makes me wonder if the courts
are doing nothing but ruling on cases that Longwood is interested in.
It now appears that "the courts" have smiled
favorably on the type of system that Judicial Board
wants to set up to cover stealing by students in
Farmville. After all, we were told at the meeting
that it would not be double jeopardy because both
civil authorities and Judicial Board will have the
power to penalize us, if the proposal passes. It
seems that students have a "standard misunderstanding" of that concept.
Judicial Board and Dr. Willett tried to assure the
students that a double prosecution would not occur,
but they admitted that there is no way to guarantee that the merchants will agree to the new
policy. Even worse, if they do agree, there's nothing to keep them from prosecuting against students
if they feel like it. A student could quite possibly
find herself with a fine or imprisonment from the
courts and suspended or expelled from school by
Judicial Board.
There is one way to insure that this won't
happen. The Judicial Board proposal must not be
passed. It is not the function of a college to regulate the lives of its students when they are off campus. Criminal cases should be left to the authorities set up to deal with them and should not be
meddled in by institutions trying to protect an
image. Being a Longwood student should not be a
soft pass to a gentle hand-slap instead of the punishment prescribed by the law. Students should
know by the time they reach college that stealing
is wrong and that they will have to pay just like
anyone else for breaking the law.
Unfortunately, because of our lapse in printing
time, it is impossible to know at this moment what
Legislative Board will decide at its meeting Tuesday. It is in the future now, but will be past when
THE ROTUNDA comes out. This is a dangerous
precedent that will be voted on. The idea that
the college can intrude itself on the students'
lives elsewhere is frightening. For this reason,
THE ROTUNDA stands opposed to every facet of
this proposal now and will in the future. We also
feel that the majority of the student body stands
with us on this issue. Needless to say, we will be
very interested in the decision that is made by
Legislative Board.
LYNNE

ious groups and next year's film
cataloges have been laid out.
These are placed there for all
of the members of the student
body, not just the representatives from the classes. Messages or suggestions left here
will be assured of reaching their
destination. If you have been one
of the many students that have
complained about some aspect
of our activities, it has probably been with good reason. This
is your opportunity to make your
feelings known.
This is not a plea to the students to get involved in our activities. I think every student
should know by now how essential
this is to the Union. Rather we
want the student body to know
that we have reached a leveling
point in our growth. From here
the speed and amount of our
growth will depend upon you, the
students. Decide what you wish
for the future of the Union to
be. By your action or inaction,
it will come to pass. MAKE IT
A PART OF YOU TO BE A PART
OF US.

IEtiit»fctitt(fifehr
Thank You
Dear Editor,
I would like to thank the faculty members and students who
helped to make Faculty Follies
such a success. Much time and
effort was put into the organization of this event by the Junior
Class. May you continue to have
such class enthusiam. Thank you
all!
Much Blue & White love,
"Modine Gunch"

Feedback
Dear "Catalyst,"
I enjoy your column and feel
it's a genuine student service. I
am forwarding the head count data
on enrollments for second semester per our discussion.
Fall Spring
Frosh
827
738
Soph
656
615
Jr
394
403
Sr
386
397
Spec
29
28
Grad
81
88
2,373 2,269
There are 104 fewer students
than inSeptember. Of this number, 96 have completed their degree work and will not return. Of
the 2,269 registered, 166 are now
away student teaching.
R. Gilchrist, Jr.

Responsible?
Dear Editor,
A letter appeared in this column last week about the campus
police having to guard the new
sidewalks so that girls would not
write in the cement. It pointed
out that it was silly for the police to have to do this and said
that the students should be mature
and responsible enough that this
isn't necessary.
The letter must have had some
effect, because the campus police stopped guarding the new
walk at the back of Lankford.
Unfortunately, as soon as they
did, the students took it upon
themselves to prove the letter
wrong. If it had been one or two
names, it might be chalked up to
a few irresponsible students.
However, the whole walk is lined
with names and initials. The only
thing to admire about it is the
speed with which the students
were able to accomplish their
task.
I've heard otlwr students say
it was ridiculous to prevent students from writing in the cement.
They point out that it's been
done on other walks and that they

like reading what is written. None
of those are the point of the policy however. The point is that the
college, for some reason known
to it, did not want the walk written
on and took measures to prevent
this from happening.
Well, the students have proven
once again, in a small way, that
they can't be trusted. Granted
this was a small offense. But
small offenses have a habit of
lumping together and proving, in
the eyes of others, that students
aren't capable of handling bigger
responsibilities.
Anne Garrington

Fight Cancer
with a checkup
and a Check

AMERICAN
^CANCER
SOCIETY

Jgt^ff
PHOTOGRAPHY
EDITOR
Lynnc Pierce

CATALYST

BUSINESS
Christine Sharpe

Susie Carter
CIRCULATION
Tricia Alley
Sylvie Lawlor

Monday Thru.

FEATURE
Lynda Von Horn

ADVERTISING
Evelyn Long
Leigh Pierce

Thursday

PROOFREADER
Valerie Blanks

ART
Susan Bayless

Mights
REPORTERS

7:30 - 9:30
392-6326

Vicki Bowling, Lynda Van Horn, Becky Nicholson,
Belinda Brugh, Janet Tennyson, Sharon Curling,
Pam Watson, Debbie Bastek, Valerie Blanks
Jane Crawford.
Opinions expressed are those of the weekly editorial board and its columnist» and do not necessarily reflect tin- views of the student body or the
administration.

SAI Members Advocate
Music Program In Wygal
By VICKI BOWLING
Music without Distraction, an
evening of pleasant, relaxing music, will be presented again tonight in the recital hall of Wygal
from 7-10 p.m.
This is the third time that the
program has taken place. Members of Sigma Alpha Iota (SAI)
volunteer to play the record selections.
While the response so far has
been small, SAI members agree
that the people who have attended
Music Without Distraction have
enjoyed it.
Sharon Lee, SAI member who
has worked the program, said that
some girls came and stayed the
entire time that music was played.
"Most students who came stayed for about an hour," she said.
A few girls asked about the

possibility of requests being
played. While no requests are
played now, Sharon said, "If
there is a demand for them,
we'll look into it."
"The variety of the selections
offered provides appeal for all
those who will take advantage of
the program," commented SAI
member Nina Garrison.
Students and faculty alike are
invited to come and listen to
music without any interruptions.
They may read, study, or just
sit back and listen.
"I think it's a good idea,"
offered Jimmie Lu Null, also
an SAI member. "It's a wonderful opportunity to take a break
or study and enjoy music."
Anyone may come and go as
he pleases, but may not eat,
drink, or smoke in the recital
hall, and they must not disturb
others.

The program will be: Debussy, La Mer and Three Nocturnes for Orchestra; Gerschwin, Concerto in F, American
in Paris, and Rhapsody in Blue; Bloch, Sacred Service; Puccini, Highlights from La Boheme; Chopin, Scherzos; Twentieth
Century Songs, sung by los Angeles; and Handel, Highlights
from Messiah.

Fred Herndon, as Mr. Perry, a reporter, interviews Belinda
Brugh, as Sister Helena, about Jean Brodie.
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GYRE Sponsors First 'Longwood
Festival Of Arts' On April 5, 6, 7
THE GYRE will be sponsoring
the first Longwood Festival of
Arts on April 5, 6 and 7. The
festival, which they hope will
become an annual affair, will
feature readings by visiting
writers, informal discussions
with the writers, workshop sessions in the A B C Rooms and a
panel discussion which will include some faculty members as
well as the writers. A student
art show and a visit by a practicing painter who will discuss
his work is also being planned.
The release of the 1972 GYRE
is planned to coincide with the
beginning of the festival.
One of the writers who has
agreed to attend is Erica Jong,
a Manhattan poetess who teaches at the famed 92nd St. Y in

New York. She is the author of
FRUITS & VEGETABLES (Holt,
Rinehart & Winston) and had nine
poems published in "Poetry Magazine" last year. Besides holding degrees from Barnard College and Columbia Graduate Faculties, she had also studied under Stanley Kunitz and Mark
Strand at Columbia School of
the Arts. Presently she is completing her second book of poems
and a novel, as well as publishing in various magazines.
David Madden, writer-in-residence at Louisiana State University, has also agreed to attend the festival. Mr. Madden
has authored two novels, THE
BEAUTIFUL CREED and CASSANDRA SINGING, THE SHADOW KNOWS, a collection of short

stories, and has written numerous plays, articles, poems, essays and theater reviews. Besides writing for several magazines, he has had selections
chosen for THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES OF 1969
and the 1970 volume. His third
novel, BROTHERS IN CONFIDENCE, will appear in August
and he is currently completing
a new novel, BIJOU.
Some of the works by these
authors are being made available in the bookstore for interested students and faculty. Before the festival begins, Childrey
Farber, editor of the GYRE,
says the staff hopes to attract
other artists and to recruit students to read their own works.

Silent Film Features Charlie
9
Chaplin As 'The Little Tramp
By MARGARET BLAIR
Cinema 71/72 will present
"The Gold Rush" (1925), a silent film great written, produced,
and directed by Charles Spencer
Chaplin on Monday evening,
March 6, at 7:30 p.m. in Bedford Auditorium. Charlie Chaplin also stars in the film as
The Little Tramp, a legendary
character in cinema folklore with
the familiar baggy trousers,
oversized shoes, bamboo cane,
moustache, bowler hat, and waddling side-to-side gait. In this
episode The Little Tramp becomes a lone prospector of the
Alaskian Klondike.
Charlie goes from near starvation caught during a snowstorm
in a Klondike cabin with a delirious prospector to becoming
a wealthy man. In the meantime,
there are some of the funniest
and most pathetic moments. The
most unforgettable happens when

GOVE
In Concert

Charlie Chaplin in "The Gold
Rush"

the starving Charlie eats stewed
shoe with all the characteristic
manners and gracefulness belonging to The Little Tramp. Even
with the slapstick comedy Chap-

lin films are noted for, The Little Tramp receives the sympathy
of the viewers when he falls in
love with a beautiful dancehall
girl. He painstakingly prepares
a New Year's Eve dinner for her
and the other saloon girls only to
have his invitation forgotten. The
story has a happy ending when
Charlie shares the gold found
with his prospector friend and
then meets and makes up with
the girl who is unaware ot his
newly found wealth.
Even though the film is seemingly simple, it has a theme revealing the struggle for survival.
Chaplin fully exposes all the
elements in the character of The
Little Tramp. When the film was
released, THE NEW YORK
TIMES wrote "Here is a comedy
with streaks of poetry, pathos,
tenderness, linked with brusqueness and boisterousness. It
is the outstanding gem of all
Chaplin's pictures."
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Miss MacKay (Helen Ball) with Jean Brodie's class

GOVE
Student Union, truly believing
that "March comes in like a
(Continued on page 7)
STRING PLAYERS!
The Department of Music
will offer, next year, either a
String Ensemble, or, if sufficient strings enroll, Orchestra. The number of the
class will be Music 109, sec.
61, and will meet the third
period Tuesday and Thursday.
One hour credit will be offered each semester; the ensemble can be taken without
credit. The credit counts as an
elective, and will meet the
General Education requirements. If you are a string player and are interested, please
see Dr. Molnar before registration if possible.
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Students Attend Entertainment
Conference In Kansas City Feb.12-16
by VICKI BOWLING
"Entertainment:" Something
diverting or engaging, according
to Mr. Webster.
But think of an organization
to which entertainment means
"anything occupying a student's
free time," and you have a wide
range of ideas to consider!
The National Entertainment
Conference (NEC) happens to be
such an organization. The NEC
deals with concerts, travel, lectures - anything and everything
in which a student is interested.
Dragon Chandler and AnnScott,
Student Union chairman and vicechairman, respectively, participated in the NEC convention in
Kansas City, Missouri, February 12-16. Mr. Frank Williams
of the Business Office accompanied them. Longwood is one
of six Virginia schools which
belongs to the NEC and sends
delegates to the conventions.
Other Virginia members include
Madison, VPI, VCU, the University of Richmond, and Old
Dominion.
The convention, Dragon explained, primarily concerned the
booking of entertainment. "There
was something going on every
minute," she said.
During the day, workshops
were held on such aspects of
entertainment as programs, contracts, and the setting up of
exhibits. Showcases, in which
performers gave "mini-performances," were held in the evenings.
In addition to the workshops
and showcases, there were also
display booths in an exhibit hall.
The different agencies which
aandled the performers set up
these booths. Stereo tapes and
video viewers (similar to television) enabled anyone to hear
and see performers which the
agencies were trying to promote.
They promoted both big name
entertainers and up-and-coming
young performers.
Through this convention, colleges were able to book the
talent which they wanted to perform on their campuses. Many
schools in the same area will
"block book" a group or single
entertainer, that is, different
schools will book the same act
for consecutive dates. This cuts
down on travel and expense for
the performer.

It can happen to you!
Life can he better! You can
become a new person... You
can solve your problems.
Joy. hope and vibrant life
can fill your heart, and
influence those around you.
Attend this great series of
Hihle-oriented discussions
designed to help you live
more abundantly in every
way in the world of the 70's.
Starts March 4, 7:45
p.m. Continues each
Friday, Saturday and
Sunday night through
April 2 at 7:45 p.m.
THE LECTURE CENTER
903 High Street
Farmville, Va.

The convention offers acts at
a reduced rate to encourage
booking, particularly block booking, Dragon said. It is also felt
that students from one school
will talk to students from other
schools in their area and will
publicize the performers they
see.
"You could book almost anything you wanted," she said,
"because most agencies were
represented."
Regional conventions are also
held every year. Dragon and
Tim Brown attended the convention last fall in Charleston,
South Carolina.
"There was some showcasing," Dragon reports, "and a
lot of student talent was presented."
Through the national or regional conventions, Longwood has
booked Jonathan Edwards and

DRAGON CHANDLER
Miller and Burton for the Junior
Ring Dance, JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR, presented last fall,
THE FANTASTIKS, a musical
to be presented this spring, Gove
on March 1, the Trinidad Tripoli
Steel Band for May 6, and Chet
Nichols and Tim Weisberg for
next fall.
Dragon said that she tried to
talk Longwood into bookingJonathan Edwards last fall, before
his hit record "Sunshine" came
out. He had been featured at
the conventions last year and
had impressed her. Because he
wasn't well known, she couldn't
convince people that he was worth
booking.
Madison College presented him
in concert, and also tried to talk
Longwood into having him. When
Longwood finally booked him for
Ring Dance Weekend, Dragon
said, his fee was three times
as much as before! The people
from Madison really like to rub
it in, she laughed.
Miller and Burton are a folk
duo who will perform before
Jonathan Edwards.
• We needed someone to build
the audience up for Jonathan
Edwards," she explained.
Gove is local talent, hailing
from Virginia Beach, other Virginia schools have also booked
him.
The Trinidad Tripoli Steel
Band has as its only instrument
steel drums. According to Dragon, the sound produced is "just
like a symphony orchestra,"
playing everything from calypso
to pop."
"By next fall, people will have
heard of Chet Nichols," she says,
confidently.
Tim Weisberg is a jazz flutist
with full accompaniment. His
sound is very different and new,
which Dragon described as
"heavy!"
"The big schools are getting
away from big pop concerts,"
Dragon said, "and are going to
smaller, more personal ones.
They're leaving the big concerts
to city coliseums."
Reasons for this trend are
many, she explained. With big

concerts, too much money is
involved, and security is a problem. Also, students are asking
for smaller, more intimate concerts.
These new performers, she
went on, will play two-hour concerts, and will come out and
talk with the audience.
The NEC offers much more
than just musical performances.
Films may be obtained. Travel
programs are featured. While
Longwood doesn't offer travel
plans now, Dragon said that they
are looking into the program,
and the possibility of going in
with other small schools. Longwood is also studying the possibility of setting up a coffee
house in the future.
One excellent feature offered
by the convention is lectures.
Dragon explained that Longwood
has obtained the tapes and video
viewers to a set of ten lectureinterviews with such politicians
as Senators Edmund Muskie and
Eugene McCarthy.
Students did the interviewing
for this series, which will be'
here in March, and they could
ask anything they wanted. The
agency did not edit the film.
Other lectures available include such topics as the feminist movement.
There were approximately
2000 people at the convention
in Kansas City, Dragon said,
about 1500 males and 500 females. She said that she and
Ann didn't mind the odds a bit!
She has enjoyed the conventions which she has attended
immensely. She has gotten to
know a lot of the people who
attend, and communicates with
them. Since she does know quite
a few students from other
schools, she feels at ease asking
them for their opinions and advice on certain aspects of entertainment.
As an example of the cooperation among the schools, Dragon cited the ease with which
Longwood can publicize its mixers.
'T just call the guys from
the Student Union and tell them
about the mixer. We usually have
no problem getting guys here,"
she said.
The Student Union is planning
on sponsoring a mixer and a
"mini-concert" each month next
year. Dragon has heard all of
the performers for the concerts,
either in person or on tapes.
There will be a bridal show
in March and a beachware show
this spring, she said.
Any student who would like
to work with the Student Union
should contact Dragon. Any and
all help will be greatly appreciated, she says. 'We need people!"

The Abraham Brothers will present several concerts during
Religious Emphasis Week.

Abraham Brothers Perform
Religious Emphasis Week
by JANET LYNN TENNYSON
"He's the real thing" is the
theme of the YWCA's Religious
Emphasis Week, coming March
6 through 10.
"The next will begin Monday
night with an old-fashioned revival," said Brenda Griffin,
chairman of YWCA. Featured
speaker will be Steve Abels,
who is a junior at HampdenSydney College. He is currently
a Bible major who plans to become a religious leader.
The highlight of the week comes
with Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday evenings. "The nation's youngest male gospel
group," the Abraham Brothers
will perform in a concert of
religious music. The group is
composed of four young men —
Bob Finney, Ed Finney, Gary
Abraham and Don Abraham. The
brothers' hometown is Youngstown, Ohio, but they travel extensively, especially in the southeast.
The Abraham Brothers have
recorded two records and the
latest is "One Way." The gospel group will entertain the students by singing several selections in the dining hall at Tues-

day night dinner, including their
latest record.
At the Farmville Baptist
Church, the group will perform
on Wednesday afternoon. The
concert is for the students attending Prince Edward Academy.
The brothers will be guests
of the college while on campus
and they will be staying at the
Alumni House.
During the Religious Emphasis
Week, each evening there will
be vesper services held at the
Episcopal Church in Farmville.
The Newman Club and Baptist
Student Union are in charge of
the services.
The YWCA will also use different blessings at all the meals
during the week. On Thursday,
the blessing will be sung in a
traditional form of praise.
"We want to change this week
to meet the needs and demands
of the students," said Brenda.
"The whole week will be casual. "
Religious Emphasis Week will
be a week of singing, prayers
and study. "The week's activities are open to all students
and we hope to have many people
share in the fun," added Brenda.

Dr Ernest Jokl To Speak
At Bedford Auditorium Friday
By SHARON CURLING

DR. ERNEST JOKL

Expression Of Spring With Bouquets

We have a wide range
of assortments

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST
119 N. Main St.
392-4154

This Friday at 1 p.m. in Bedford Auditorium, Dr. Ernest
Jokl, director of the exercise
research laboratories at the University of Kentucky will discuss, "The Physiological Bases
of Athletic Records."
Dr. Jokl received his education
in Germany and has served on
the faculty of various universities in Europe and Africa.
He was the founder of sportsmedicine in the U. S. and is a
member of the Executive Board
and President of the Research
Committee of the International
Council of Sport and Physical
Education of the United Nations
Educational. Dr. Jokl is also a
member of the Scientific and Cultural Organization and the International Federation of Sportsmedicine.
Dr. Jokl is a recipient of many
honors. Among these are the
Buckston Browne British Empire Medal, a 1964 Citation by the
White House as one of the U.S.'s
Ten Leaders in Physical Fitness
and Medals of Honor of the Counseil Internationale Sport Militaire and of the American College of Sportsmedicine.
He is the co-author of the book,
EXERCISE AND CARDIAC
DEATH and has aided in the
writing of several other books.

Catalyst
(Continued from Page 1)
tion four years ago and although
we want to remain open minded,
it was the consensus feeling of
that report, and 1 believe still the
consensus feeling, that we have
nothing to gain by going in that
direction. We simply don't believe that we would have sufficient number of males apply to
make for a real viable situation.
Most experts feel that you should
have a 50-50 situation or 60-40
males. Our best estimate would
be that we would have less than
20% males, probably even as
little as 10%.
Q - Would you please outline
the purposes of Chi?
A - Miss Bishop, Chi's advisor, was out of town last week
and unavailable for consultation.
Therefore, since we are not
knowingly acquainted with any
Chi members, we will have to
refer you to the handbook. The
handbook states the purpose is
to "promote and maintain a spirit
of cooperation among students in
every phase of college life. It is
our aim to foster respect for
Longwood and loyalty to its academic program and extracurricular activities." We understand Chi has been reorganized
some this year, so if there is a
member out there who can answer
this question better, we're waiting to hear from you.
Q - How many girls attending
Longwood College are engaged in
premarital sex? C.S.
A - Dr. Heintz said that many of
the students who were polled at
the beginning of the year indicated a reluctance to answer this
question. They felt it was their
private business and a questior
the college should not delve into.
However, of the 513 students,
which is 23% of the student body,
who answered the question, 145,
or 29% of those polled, indicated
they had had premarital relations. 363 students, or 71% of
those polled, indicated no premarital relations, but this number could possibly include students who were reluctant to answer the question.
Q - When do seniors who
graduate in summer school send
out announcements? Is there a
summer commencement and
when do you apply for your degree? S.L.
A - The college only holds one
commencement program during
the year which is the one in
June. Students applying for a degree must have their completed
forms in to the Dean of Students
at least 90 days before she finishes her work; however, the
sooner she has her forms in, the
quicker they can be processed
and less chance of a mistake exists. Students who finish their degree in summer school will receive their certificates for teaching right away, but will not receive their diplomas until the next
June. Diplomas are always held
for the first June commencement
after the degree requirements
are completed.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Longwood Loses First
Basketball Game To
Roanoke College,32-43
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Karate Class Has 80 L.C. And H-SC Students;
Mr. Ed Smith Is Instructor Of The Art

By VALERIE BLANKS
Roanoke College gave the
Longwood Varsity basketball
By SHARON CURLING
team their first loss of the seaCAROL DiROSA
son last Tuesday, Feb. 22 with a
LEIGH PIERCE
score of 43-32.
Have you noticed something
Roanoke led until the third
strange
about your roommate
quarter when Longwood took the
lately?
Does
she jump around
lead. But they were unable to
the
room
and
kick the furnihold it and scored only one point
ture?
Does
she
continually
chop
in the fourth quarter.
Two of the team's starters, the air with her hand and elNanette Fisher and Janet Ford, bows? Does she enter the room
were unable to play due to in- by kicking the door in? Is she
always on the defensive? If you
juries.
Dottie Bohannon and Sue Man- have noticed any of these pecuahan were lead scorers, and Sue liarities in her, it may be the
Manahan and Daryl Driskill result of her karate class.
This Experimental College
broutht in the most rebounds.
class
meets every Tuesday and
Commenting on the game,
Thursday
from 7:00 to 8:30 in
Coach Jean Smith said, "We just
couldn't play Longwood basket- Frazer rec with their instructor Mr. Ed Smith, an instructor
ball."
in the Psychology Department.
Swimming
The karate class has proved
Swimming - The Westhampton to be one of great interest to the
varsity swimmers visited Long- student body. There are nearly
wood last Wednesday for a swim 80 participants, including apCarol DiRosa, Judy Rider and Leigh Pi«rce practice their
meet and were overpowered by proximately 15-20 students from
the Longwood team 78-34.
karate
techniques.
Hampden-Sydney.
The Longwood team took first
Mr. Smith first became interpleased with the enthu- cause of intermural basketball
place in 12 of the 13 individual ested in karate about seven years seemed
siasm
and
progress that his stu- games and practice sessions for
and multiple member events in ago while in college. His interdents
have
in a short time. the basketball team. The rec has
the meet. Those swimmers tak- est was renewed four and a half He plans tomade
the classes proven to be inadequate but will
ing a first place were, in al- years later while he was at past the end continue
of the Experimental have to be used until larger faphabetical order: Debbie Acker, Kent State, where he received College for as long as students
cilities are available.
Becky Burch, Eleanor Challen, his black belt. It takes two and
indicate
an
interest
in
it.
LesSeveral students were asked
Kathy Kutsher, Sarah Todd a half to three years to earn a sons will also be given during
their
opinions of the class. When
Lewis, Kathy Umbdenstock, Pam black belt.
the summer to those students who asked why she was taking the
Walker, and Robin Wallmeyer.
Mr. Smith is teaching the class are on campus.
class, Brenda Efford replied,
The swim meet goes to Mary because many people had exEach
member
of
the
class
has
"for self-defense," but quickly
Washington for a meet tonight. pressed an interest in karate. He been asked to buy a gi, the tra- added
that she did not think she
Fencing
ditional dress of karate, since would need to use it at LongSUPPORT INTERMURAL the class will run indefinitely. wood. "This is one of my most
Fencing Team - The Radford
A gi resembles a two-piece pa- interesting and challenging
fencing team defeated Longwood
BASKETBALL
jama outfit, with white pants and courses and a type I've never
10-6 at a meet held Tuesday,
a
white buttonless jacket. The taken before," Faye CunningFeb. 22. In scoring, Joyce Miller
• • •
jacket
is held closed by the belt. ham replied when asked how it
won 4 out of 4 bouts, Robin FeIntermural
The
immediate concern of the compared with her other classes.
kety, 1 out of 4, and Karen
group is their need for a larger The general feelings of the class
McLeod, 1 out of 2.
Bowling Rules
practice
area. Originally, they were summed up by Judy Rider
The Longwood fencing team
met
in
Her
Gym, but they were when she said, "It's hard work
placed second in a Tri-Meet
Will Be Out Soon
forced
to
move
to Frazer be- but a lot of fun! "
held Friday with Lynchburg and
Madison.
The team defeated Lynchburg
12-4 with Joyce Miller and Karen
McLeod both winning 4 out of 4
bouts. Robin Fekety and Jeris
Folk won 2 of their 4 bouts.
But Madison defeated Longwood 10-6 with Joyce Miller
winning 4 out of 4 bouts and Robin
Fekety, 2 out of 4.
The Longwood team will compete against Hollins College here
Tuesday.
(Continued on page 9)

50,000 JOBS

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
PROGRAMS

One

HOUR

mrmziK
THE MOST IN DRV CLEANING

110 South St.
Across From
The Shopping Center

The National Agency Of Student Employment Has Recently
Completed A Nationwide Research Program Of Jobs Available To
College Students And Graduates During 1972. Catalogs Which
Fully Describe These Employment Positions May Be Obtained As
Fol lows:
(

)

Catalog of Summer and Career Positions Available
Throughout the United States in Resort Areas,
National Corporations, and Regional Employment
Centers. Price $3.00.

(

)

Foreign Job Information Catalog Listing Over 1,000
Employment Positions Available in Many Foreign

Fresh As A
Flower
In Just
One Hour
Free Dollar Back
On Tues., Wed., ft
Thurs. On Every
$4 Off Drycleaning
Hours: 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.

Countries.
(

)

Price $3.00.

SPECIAL: Both of the Above Combined Catalogs With
A Recommended Job Assignment To Be Selected For
You.

Please State Your Interests.

Price $6.00.

National Agency of Student Employment
Student Services Division
*35 Erkenbrecher
Cincinnati, Ohio 45220
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What About "The Crippled Generation"?

By LYNDA VAN HORN
(Editor's note: Bob Smith wrote
in bis book THEY CLOSED THEIR
SCHOOLS about the trauma in
Prince Edward County after the
federal court ruling that the county must integrate its public
schools. Lynda Van Horn, Rotunda feature writer and reporter, in a two-part series looks
at what happened to some of the
young people who received no
fur ma 1 public education after the
count? closed its schools for
four years. This is the first of
her articles.)
"Carol lives with a greataunt; leaves home each Sunday
afternoon and returns to Farmville 00 Friday evening. Today
while unpacking Carol's laundry
bag, her mother found tucked in
a dress pocket this carefully
drawn note: 'I want to go home
now. Mother, I love you so much
1 want to go home. I want to go
home now."'
Yet, according to Helen Baker
in the July 16, 1961 issue of
"The Farmville Herald," Carol
is one of the lucky ones. She is
only one of about 400 Negro
children who were sent away
from their homes just in order
to be able to attend school. The
other 13,000 children remained
at home to get what little education they could.
When the Prince Edward County public schools closed in 1959,
refusing to tiave the schools integrated, 17,000 Negro children
were denied any form of education in the county. Most of the
white children, though certainly
not all, were sent to the newly
built Prince Edward Academy -

the segregated private school
built by the Prince Edward Foundation.
The Effects
What effect did the closing of
the schools have upon the Negro
school population who were forbidden admission to the Academy
and upon the white children who
for some reason did not attend
the Academy.' The effects were
crippling and could only be determined through long range
study.
Dr. Robert Greei, a member
of the education department at
Michigan State, who came to
Prince Edward County to try to
salvage black education, writes
of the conditions: "Early school
deprivation may have irreversible effects,'" he wrote in his
report. "If this is the case, then
the rate of subsequent development should be substantially different for children who have
experienced severe early deprivation. Terminal skill development of these children would
never attain a normal level."
Still, there were the lucky
ones like Carol. Several remedial
programs were begun to help
these children. In the summer
of 1961 the Virginia Teachers'
Association began a remedial
program using teaching machines
and concentrating basically on
reading. This program affected
425 students.
Crash Programs
In the summer of 1963, members of the American Federation of Teachers began a simi-

lar "crash" program. These
programs lasted about a month
each but were able to expose
more Negro children to at least
basic professional education.
According to the records of
Rev. L. Francis Griffin, leader
of the desegregation effort in
Prince Edward, over 600 children attended one of the training
centers set up mainly through
private funds during the first
three years of the school-closing.
One such center is remembered by Bob Smith in his book
THEY
CLOSED THEIR
SCHOOLS. Two classes were being taught in the same room at
the same time, the result being
chaos. Neither of the two teachers held any professional degree or claimed any professional experience. The better educated of the two had finished
the eleventh grade. They did
the best they could, teaching
only a minimum.
According to Smith there had
been ten centers in the first year
and fifteen in 1960-61, but only
five remained by 1962 with total
enrollment dropping to about 350
children. The centers turned out
to be more child care centers
than schools.
The best program initiated in
these years was unfortunately
the one that aided the fewest
number of blacks. This was the
American Friends Service Committee's programs. Sixty-seven
children were sent to ten communities in eight states during
the years the schools remained
closed.

The children were boarded out
with both black and white Northern families. Only those who
showed intellectual promise were
chosen and the educational advantage to these children were
great.
There were also those children such as Carol who were
sent to live with relatives so
that they would be able to attend
schools in other counties. "Bootlegging" of children to other
counties' schools also became
a common practice.
Negro teachers would fill up
their cars with children and take
them to nearby counties to enter
school and take up their work
with the other children. Though
the teachers and in some cases
the principals of these schools
knew what was going on, they
tended to close their eyes and
allow the children a tuition-free
education.
Some parents who had no relatives to send their children to
and whose children were not
lucky enough to be chosen by
the American Friends, resorted
to teaching their children themselves. The results of this are
hard to determine, but it is
generally thought that little of
value came about through this
parent-child tutoring program.
Only 11,000 Of 17,000
Still, estimates Green, only
about 11,000 of the 17,000 Negro
children involved received any
formal education during the four
years in which the schools were
closed.
Most educators outside of the

county were shocked by what
they saw as they entered Prince
Edward County. Writes Richard
Parrish organizer of the American Federation of Teachers'
project in his report issued August 12, 1963: "It is obvious
that there are gross needs. The
most serious needs are in the
county areas as distinguished
from the Farmville metropolis.
In the hinterlands you can run
into a 16-year-old girl who can't
read a first grade book and
children 10, 11, and 13 operating on a second grade level."
Dr. Green writes of similar
findings and says in his report
that some of the youngsters had
lost the ability to manipulate
a pencil.
In an extreme case, one Longwood College professor remembers that he tested a child on a
standardized I(J test who had
never ever seen a picture.
Lost Generation
These children are of the lost
generation or as more commonly called the "Crippled Generation.' Parent tutoring and haphazard private programs could
not be expected to fill in the
terrific gaps left in the children's education.
If the schools were to remain
closed, something must be done
on a federal level that would
start these children back on the
road to education.
The children were discouraged. If anything were to be done
to get them in school and keep
them there, it would have to be
dramatic and immediate.
PART TWO TO FOLLOW
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Colleges In
The News
Males Run For May
Queen
BOONE, N.C. - For the first
time in the history of Appalachian State University, male
students have been nominated to
run for the ASU May Day Court.
Thus far, out of eleven students
who have registered for the elections, seven are male. As one
male May Court candidate explained, "I am running for May
Court because the way it is done
now is a farce for it discriminates against minority groups.
The fact that males are running
for May Queen underscores the
stupidity of beauty pageants; they
'are plastic and external. If a
guy is elected, it will show student contempt for beauty pageants." These males contend that
there is little student interest
under the current beauty pageant
election system and they just
serve to build up egoes. The
money that is spend on pageants
could be put to a more useful
purpose.
'Rat' Investigation
LEXINGTON - Gen. Richard
Irby, the superintendent of Virginia Military Institute, disclosed
last week that he is investigating
"a celebration on Feb. 17 in
which several 'rats' or freshmen
received minor injuries including some that required stitches.''
The celebration was the traditional ceremony that marked the
end of ratting. The investigation
was ordered after it was learned
that several rats were injured
when seniors tried to traditionally stop them from reaching
their fourth-floor rooms in the
barracks. Although the rats that
were questioned emphatically had
responded that they liked this
hazing a probe into the matter is
still continuing.
Key Bill
RICHMOND - The Virginia
House dealt with a key measure
last Tuesday - that is, a measure
concerning keys. Delegate John
Dalton of Radford, proposed a
bill that would make the unwarranted possession or duplication of keys a misdemeanor.
The bill was introduced as a
modest proposal to prevent Virginia Tech students from borrowing a key to a building and
having it duplicated. School officials had asked for the bill.
New College Formed
BOONE, N.C. - Appalachian
State University is combining
its regional service programs
into the College of Continuing
Education, a new college that
has just been formed to take the
University to people who need
its help. This field of continuing
education is a brand new wave
of education. The new college
will be made up of several previously existing programs pi us
some new areas that will help
fulfill Appalachian's public service obligations. Established programs that will be made more
effective as part of the separate
college include the divisions of
extension and field services,
summer sessions, speaker s
bureau, educational campus, and
the ACTION antipoverty program. Proposed programs that
ASU hopes to incorporate in the
new college include: An external
degree program that will allow
students to earn degrees primarily away from the campus,
An educational television system that would serve homes and
schools in Appalachian's region
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Faculty Follies proved to be an evening of varied and entertaining acts. Some of the above pictures show Dean Nuckols as
a cheerleader, Mrs. Anderson as the sex symbol of the Dating

Game, Dean Blackwell as a maintenance man and Dr. Willed as
the leader of a rock and roll group.

Shoplifting Proposal Before Board
steps to alleviate the problem,
by BECKY NICHOLSON
A new proposal for the Student the Judicial Board representaHandbook dealing with shoplifting tives stated that the College must
within the corporate limits of take steps to curb the downtown
Farmville, resulted in much dis- stealing that is attributed to
cussion at the Legislative Board Longwood students.
In response to this, several
meeting February 21.
Legislative
Board members said
The new proposal would allow
they
felt
that
as college students
Judicial Board to handle shopwe
should
not
be pampered, but
lifting cases involving students
we
should
be
held
under the law
at Longwood rather than having
their cases dealt with my civil as other citizens are.
Later, the discussion was turnauthorities.
ed
to another handbook change
A decision on the proposal
in
regard
to Judicial Board trials.
was postponed until the next
During
trials
in the past, the
meeting so that Legislative Board
could discuss it with the student accused was placed in the inbody. (See other story on Page firmary overnight until the trial
was resumed. Now, the accused
One.)
The Board concluded that the will have the option of staying
merchants of Farmville are not overnight or going back to her
pressing charges against girls dormitory. All Judicial Board
who have stolen items from their changes were passed by the Legstores because of the poor re- islative Board except the prolations it would establish with vision concerning shoplifting.
In other business, the Board
the college. The possibility was
discussed
the use of motorcycles
brought into the discussion that
merchants might be afraid of a on campus. The administration
student boycott, if they prose- said that due to the noise, the
cuted a college student. Since danger (not being able to see an
the merchants are not taking any approaching motorcycle in the

region of Curry and Frazer),
and the general layout of the
campus, motorcycles and hondas
are forbidden on campus. This
rule does not apply to streets
owned by the town. Therefore
Legislative Board allowed the
rule to stand as it is, but to
clarify it by adding that motorcycles are prohibited on CAMPUS PROPERTY.
All constitutional changes were
accepted by the board, and now
they must be ratified by the
student body. There must be a
two-thirds majority vote by students before the constitution is
finally approved.
The student leaders at Longwood College will be attending
special meetings on Drug Use
And Abuse on February 28 and
March 20. Mr. David Jones.Special Investigator for the Virginia
Department of State Police, District III, will be the speaker at
these meetings. The purpose of
these meetings will be to provide
the student leaders of Longwood
with sufficient information about
drugs*

GOVE
(Continued from page 3)
lion," is starting the month off in
a fury. Gove, a pop folk singer,
will be presented in concert on
March 1 at 8 p. m in Jarmon
Auditorium. This is one of many
mini-concerts planned by Student Union.
Richard Gove Scrivenor, hailing from New Haven, Connecticut, first arrived on the Nashville scene in September of 1969
and signed as a writer and recording artist with Acuff Rose
and TRX Records. His album,
featuring seven songs written
by Gove, did not do well on the
market due to limited distribution.
Student Union stumbled upon
Gove at the National Entertainment Convention in Philidelphia
in October. Various members
of the union have heard him
since that initial discovery and
all comments are favorable.
"Gove on stage is the personification of his music. The
phrasing is a part of the total
commitment that Gove makes
to his material."

(Eljr Saturn JfoBf

SMITTY BROTHERS
ELECTRIC CO.

Todays Clothing For Todays Women
120 FOURTH STREET
Directly Behind State Theater

Across from
The Court House

full
service
bank

Black Light,

Branches

See Oue Our Excellent

Pamplin. Va.

Tape Recorders

Farmville Shopping Center
460 & 15 West

& Supplies

Selection Of

Member FIDC

Spring Clothing

GRAY'S

LIOCITT

1l/2 OFF

In Two Convenient Locations
209 North Main Street
Phone 392-3145

And

Farmville Shopping Center
Phone 392-3167
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Long wood Initiates

The 5:08 To Los Angeles
By DR. FRANCES BROWN
Probably many of you, as
do I, chuckle over some of
the cartoons in the NEW
YORKER which often brighten
a whole week and once in a
while give one food for thought.
Some time ago one of these
cartoons pictured an abandoned country railroad station
beside a grassed over track.
The usual bench on the station
platform, however, was filled
with the local inhabitants,
watches in hand, who were
gazing rapidly at a powerful
jet zooming by overhead. The
caption below the drawing
read, "Well, there she goes the 5:08 to Los Angeles. Right
on time! "
I laughed, too, and then I
began to wonder if there wasn't
something symbolic about that
casual picture. Aren't those
village yokels, clinging so tenaciously to the ingrained habit
of years, too much like all
of us in this spinning age and
particularly like those of us
whose business it is to help
the young become educated?
While all of science is moving so fast that the technical
training of one year is outmoded the next and even time
itself has different concepts,
are we running desperately
and futilely, trying to keep up
with the latest educational theories and jargon but looking
wistfully back to the old 5:08
to Los Angeles? Where should
we look - forward, backward,
down to the present at our feet?
Alvin Toffler, in his provocative book FUTURE SHOCK
which he says he wrote to
"help us survive our collision with tomorrow," states
categorically that "our
schools face backward toward
a dying system, rather than
forward to the emerging new
society." Affirming that we
are already far beyond the Industrial Age and well into the
Age of Super - Industrialization, Toffler urges that educators realize the need for new
skills in three crucial areas:
learning, relating, and choosing. Far from denying the need
to learn about the past, Toffler would add to such knowledge the ability to use or manipulate the lessons of that
past, - in his words "to learn
how to learn."
In the other two areas which
he calls, as I have said, relating and choosing, he is
less specific though very emphatic in his belief that educators must find new ways to
cut through the present widespread alienation of group
from group and individual
from individual, and that education must much more overtly help its participants to iden-

tify and clarify their values in
full cognizance of the shifting
patterns of society.
He concludes his very
thought-provoking chapter on
Education in the Future Tense
by stating that the cardinal
task of education is to create
curiosity and awareness of the
future, using of course all the
heritage of the past but shifting the focus to the future
tense.
Now obviously one does not
have to swallow Mr. Toffler's
theories hook, line, and sinker, any more than one is forced to accept the premises of
other thoughtful people, past
or present. But it seems to
me he is right in charging
that most of our entire educational set-up, from physical facilities to curriculum
and the hierarchy of personnel, is geared too much to the
past. (And I say this nostalgically because I am a dyedin - the - wool traditionalist!)
How often are we satisfied
with just the hard enough task
of trying to cram facts — be
they of English Literature, or
Geology, or any other field of
knowledge - into the heads of
our students? How often do we
really try, however fumblingly, to go the step beyond and
relate those facts not only to
the present but to the indefinite future?
To bring this down to earth,
let me be quite personal and
tell you what I tried to do
with my freshmen in a beginning college English course
this past semester, though I
am sure most of you do much
the same kind of thing in your
various fields. I dumped them
into the middle of a collection
of very contemporary essays
on such subjects as pollution,
race relationships, politics,
war, outer space. They read,
they wrote, they groaned, they
argued. They eventually got
curious about the past out of
which these problems arose
and about what in the future
might solve perhaps a small
portion of some of them. At
lease a few of those freshmen
began to think in broader
terms than they had before.
Some of them, of course, just
opened their pores and sat.
But, although I was sometimes
ready to climb the walls, the
majority did begin to relate
things backwards and forwards, to do some really creative thinking. Even 50-50
success I certainly do not
claim and also certainly I did
not introduce them to very
much of our cultural heritage
of the past, but hopefully they
gained some tools to use in
exploring that past, some
pressing reasons for doing so,

and considerable exercise of
their own thinking mechanism.
A hundred years ago Matthew Arnold told us that the
educated man must "know the
best which has been thought
and said in the world." Ten
years ago John Gardner stated in his discussion of Excellence: "It is the sacred
obligation of the schools and
colleges to instill in their
students the attitudes toward
growth and learning and creativity which will in turn shape
the society." A little more
than one year ago Alvin Toffler tried desperately to alert
us to the crashing speed with
which that society is hurtling
toward the 1984 of George Orwell's gloom and the years
2000 plus, a speed that is
leaving much of the educational system far behind.
Can we perhaps with profit combine these ideas? While
we are learning and teaching
the best of the past, can we
and our students see in that
past analogies to the present
and the future? Can we learn
how to learn, so that quick
obsolescence in whatever the
field can never defeat us? Can
we foster in ourselves and in
our students that creativity
which comes only through conscious and continuous use of
our imaginations to project
thoughts and plans and dreams
beyond the bounds of present
time and space?
I've subjected you, and most
of all myself, to a lot of questions in the past few minutes
because such an organization
as Phi Kappa Phi is and must
always be concerned with the
quality and the orientation of
our educational institutions,
with their excellence in dealing with subjects of and attitudes toward the past, the
present, and the future. Most
of us are too prone to relate
the 5:08 to Los Angeles only
back to the good old train of
the past instead of to both that
train and whatever might replace that jet in the future. We
need to make sure that all of
our students, as well as those
prospective Phi Kappa Phi
college juniors who are in the
top 5 per cent of their class
and the seniors who rank in the
top 12.5 per cent achieve their
highest level of competence
and that they do so not just
because they are so grade
conscious that they have been
able to give back to trie professor what he or she wanted
but because they have grown
in intellectual depth and
breadth and have learned to
stretch their creative, imaginative faculties.

Physical Education Fraternity
Initiates Mew Members
By PAM WATSON
Becky Jennings, and Liza Potts
Delta Psi Kappa, the national became members. Those attendphysical education fraternity on ing were Mrs. Eleanor Bobbitt,
campus, initiated four new mem- their sponsor, faculty members
bers and recognized new officers of the department, and the newly
for the coming year at a cere- elected officers who are Diane
mony held last Monday night in Derrick, President; Boni Longthe Honors Council Room. The ley, Vice President and Secrefraternity recognizes those elig- tary; and Barbara Cridlin,
ible juniors and seniors who en- Treasurer.
courage and maintain high standThe fraternity has been busy on
ards of scholarship and profes- money-making projects and sellsional ethics for women in physi- ing refreshments at the basketcal education. The newly elected ball games in hopes of sending a
Chaplain, Gail Gossage, con- delegate to the National Convenducted the ceremony in which tion that will be held in Houston
Carol Chory, Terri Gadsby, March 21-24 this spring.

(Continued from Page 1)
history and purpose of the organization by Dr. James T.
Barrs, vice-president of the
Eastern Region of Phi Kappa
Phi.
Dr. Barrs who teaches at
Northwestern University, said he
was pleased to take part in the
ceremony at Longwood and emphasized the importance of the
society. "We claim to be as good
from the standpoint of scholastics
as Phi Beta Kappa," he said.
"There have been many cases
where a student has been taken
into Phi Beta Kappa and not accepted into Phi Kappa Phi."
Mary Lou Glasheen, Student
Government president, said that
she was very impressed with the
installation ceremony and said
the installation of Phi Kappa
Phi at Longwood is probably
"the highest honor a school of
our caliber will ever receive."
Guest speaker at the dinner
following the installation cere-

mony was Dr. Frances Brown
whose speech entitled "The 5:08
to Los Angeles" was well received. "It was an excellent
speech," said Mrs. Henry Willett, "and a very good message
for this group."
Besides members of the faculty and administration, student
members of the honor societies
on campus were present at the
reception. One student remarked
that she was glad to be a part
of the excitement and that she
was anxious to find out who the
first members would be.
Only juniors and seniors will
be considered for membership.
For consideration as a junior,
a student must rank in the top
five per cent of her class, and
seniors must rank in the top 12.5
per cent of their class. The total
election from any class, however, cannot exceed 10 per cent
of the candidates for graduation.
The first installation of undergraduate members to the
Longwood chapter will take place
later this spring.

Dr Scott Participates
As A "Visiting Scholar"
By DEBBIE BASTEK
Dr. Marvin Scott, Chairman of
the Department of Natural Sciences, is currently involved in
a "visiting scholars" program in
Virginia high schools. Sponsored
by the Virginia Academy of Science, the program tries to get
various scientists into the high
schools, giving them the opportunity to see science programs
offered in high schools firsthand, and in turn acquaint the students with the science programs
offered in college.
Dr. Scott traveled to John Marshall High School in Richmond on
February 16. Marshall has approximately 1700 students, and,
as Dr. Scott was interested in
what was being done in the science curriculum in larger
schools, gave a great deal of
insight. There he spoke to five
classes on the subject of ecology. On the 23rd, he was invited
to speak at Goochland High School
by Mrs. Janet Bland Taylor, a
Longwood graduate who teaches
both biology and mathematics
there. Dr. Scott noted that Mrs.
Taylor is not certified to teach
math, exemplifying the need for
broadened teacher preparation
here at Longwood. He feels that
prospective teachers should be
certified in a second field in case
of situations like that at Goochland. Physics majors, Dr. Scott
stated, would have a difficult time
finding a job teaching only physics, even in a school the size of
George Mason where only two
physics classes are taught.
Dr. Scott spoke at Collegiate
High School today on "Viruses:
Past, Present, and Future." He
feels the "visiting scholar"program offers valuable insight into
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DR. MARVIN SCOTT
what is being done in the high
school science subjects.
On February 18-19, Dr. Scott,
Dr. Lane, Dr. Allen, and Mrs.
Magnifico attended an organizational meeting at Randolph-Macon Woman's College to see what
could be done at the primary,
secondary, and college levels to
train competant science teachers, and to make suggestions to
the National Science Foundation
for programs to be used throughout Virginia.
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News
Briefs
Nixon Visits China
PEKING - President Richard
Nixon and Mrs. Nixon were welcomed Monday, February 21, by
Premier Chou En-lai. The welcome was subdued, with neither
leader making any formal statements. Only a few hours after
his landing in China, Nixon talked with Mao Tse-tung in an unexpected meeting. "Frank and
serious" was the way in which
the hour-long discussion was
described, indicating disagreement.
Cost Of Living Increases
WASHINGTON - The cost of
living moved upward in January
for the second month following
the price-wage freeze. However,
it was lower than in December.
Consumer prices increased 0.1
per cent in January according
to the Labor Department, a month
when they usually decline.
The major offenders against
price stability were meat and
new cars. The upsurge in meat
amounts to 1.5 per cent, while
new car prices jumped 1.6 per
cent.
Busing Compromise
Offered
WASHINGTON - Legislation
was offered in Congress last
Wednesday that would prohibit
busing to achieve school desegregation if it would endanger
the health of the children or
retard their education.

Radford Defeated
(Continued from page 5)
Gymnastics
Longwood defeated Radford in a
gymnastics meet held at Radford Feb. 22. The final score
was 66.2-40.45.
In the Floor Exercise event
Longwood did extremely well,
with Jo Smith and Suzanne Stewart scoring the most points.
Jo Smith scored 5.1 points in
the Vaulting event.
On the balance beam, Longwood
captured first place with an excellent routine by Suzanne Stewart.
Longwood won all three places
on the parallel bars with Karen
Smith placing first.
(Continued on Page 10)

LANSCOTTS
GIFT SHOP
Longwood Banners
Now Half Price

by JOHN D. GUTHRIE
Dr. William Finch, the new
administrative consultant for the
Spring semester at HampdenSydney College, believes that coeducational institutions have
definite advantages over colleges
that limit enrollment to either
male or female students.
Dr. Finch, president of Southwestern University in Texas for
11 years, and president of Emory
and Henry College for six years,
talked about the advantages of
co-educational colleges in a recent interview.
"For forty years I have been
in co-educational institutions,"
Dr. Finch said. "In evaluating
the two institutions of either the
co - educational college or the
single-sex college, my sympathies in general would lie towards
the co-educational institution; I
think there are very distinct advantages. Hampden-Sydney College is the only four year senior
college male institution in the
State," he continued, "and that
might be reason for it to remain
so."
When asked about the Longwood students who attend classes at Hampden-Sydney, Dr. Finch
said that he was pleased to see
as many girls from Longwood
attending classes here.
"I think one of the steps in the
direction of Hampden-Sydney at
least opening the door can be
seen in the Longwood students
attending classes here, and the
Hampden - Sydney students attending classes at Longwood."
"Today," he added, "we are
living in a pluralistic and twosex society where the women
are just as important as the
men; the majority of college
institutions are reflecting this
change by going co-educational."
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Greater Numbers In Women \s Colleges
From News Stories
by PAM WATSON
Is there a sexually based difference between man and woman
that influences the learning process?
If there is a difference, is it
genetically controlled or culturally induced?
And if there is a difference, is
it a significant difference?
These questions were posed
by Dr. Harold B. Whiteman, Jr.,
president of Sweetbriar College,
at a talk he gave to the Kiwanis
International in Richmond last
week, on "Women's Education
in the Seventies." The questions
remain as yet unanswered, but
an organization of women's colleges formed under the structure of the American Association of Colleges, will be studying these questions in an attempt
to ascertain the best educational
process for women.
Dr. Whiteman said that "all
is not quite right in women's
education" and he sees "a direct
link between this fact and a
resurgency of women's colleges
today." Women's coUeges are
making a strong comeback with
enrollments higher than ever before. A restraining factor in coeducation is the culturally based
thinking of how a woman is supposed to be. He said that "her
competitiveness, aggressiveness
in a coed setting is subdued
because women aren't supposed
to be competitive or aggressive."
"The woman's movement has
greatly influenced redefining of
women's roles as they seek
greater equality with man, and

more options for their lives,
but women still occupy secondclass status as students, educators, and workers." He also
added that although women are
being admitted to higher education in larger numbers but women are still losing out as students and as faculty members in
almost equal proportional terms.
In 1950 there were exceedingly
more women professors and administrators than men but women comprise only 19 per cent
of that total now.
In addition, 20 per cent of all
college - educated women are

working as secretaries in offices, and the median salary of
a 11 working college - educated
women is equal to that of a man
who has no more than an eighth
grade education. The thinking
still prevails, he said, "that a
woman is nothing more nor less
than a defective man."
As the president of an allgirls college, Dr. Whiteman said
"the mission of women's education is the same as for all education — to instill, nurture, and
bring to fulfillment human freedom, intelligence, and human
rights."

Capt. Browning Explains
Women's Army Corps
E-4 pay, $340, and full
¥w poral
military benefits. At the end of the
four week period, students may

Proposed By Residence Board
Residence Board will continue
to sponsor a paper drive. "The
Humane Society of Farmville is
in favor extending the drive indefinitely," said Terry Jones,
chairman of the board. Boxes
are being placed on the halls
and students are urged to support the Humane Society by donating old newspapers and magazines.

CAPT. JUDITH BROWNING
By DEBBIE BASTEK
Have you ever wondered what
the military had to offer you?
Captain Judith Browning of the
Women's Army Corps was in
Lankford last Wednesday to answer this and any other questions students might have about
their opportunities in the Army.
The Army currently offers two
programs to college women. The
first, the College Junior Program, is open to juniors and first
semester senior applicants. Each
year 150 students are accepted
into the program, and sent to Fort
McClellan, Alabama, for a four
week orientation program and
introduction to the military. During this period, they receive cor-

apply for acceptance in the Student Officer Program, although,
Captain Browning stressed, the
students are never under any obligation to enlist. If selected,
students receive a monthly gross
pay and allowances of a corporal
while a full-time senior at college. Students are given all military benefits, including exchange
privileges and free medical and
dental care. Six months before
graduation, the student applies
for her commission as a second
lieutenant, which is received after graduation. If the Army does
not grant a commission — for
medical, academic, or other reasons, the student is honorably
discharged with no further obligation. At no time during her
remaining college career does
the student have to attend reserve meetings or wear a uniform.
The second program offered
is Direct Commission. Open to
seniors and graduates, applicants agree to serve two years,
and are commissioned as second lieutenants upon graduation.
Students interested in further
information may contact Captain
Browning at the U.S. Army Recruiting Main Station, Defense
General Supply Center, Richmond Virginia, 23219.

NEWMAN'S
MEN'S & WOMEN'S

SPORTSWEAR
Across From Courthouse
111

Pairet's

Mom St.

Farmville, Va.
VIRGINIA NATIONAL
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\

Farmville, Va.

Always Call CARTER'S For

Two Convenient Locations

The Freshest Flowers In Town

• Longwood Office
Across from Farmville
Shopping Center
• Main Office
Corner of Third &
Main Streets

Carter's Flower Shop
One Block From The Hospital
392-3135
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Sweet Briar President Whiteman Notes

Table Assigning Procedure
by JANET LYNN TENNYSON
A new procedure for the signing up of dining hall tables was
proposed at the Residence Board
meeting held February 21. "All
people who have eight filled
places at their table will be allowed to sign up first," suggested Denise Morris, chairman of the dining hall committee.
It is planned that two nights
be set aside to start the new
procedure. The first night there
will be tables of eight people
starting with the seniors, then
juniors, sophomores and finally
freshmen, the second night will
be for tables of seven or less.
People from different classes
will be allowed to sign up together with the person of highest
class rank. Returning student
teachers and people in the balcony will be reassigned at second block.

THE ROTUNDA

We Welcome Student
Accounts

VIRGINIA
NATIONAL
BANK
FARMVILLE. VA.

Your
Sporting Goods
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Radford Professor's Jervey's
Suit Continues In Court
by JANET LYNN TENNYSON
Radford College President
Charles K. Martin, Jr., testified in U.S. District Court in
Roanoke last week that he changec"
his mind about a raise for History Professor Edward D.Jervey
because Jervey wrote a letter to
Redbook Magazine that was interpreted by the college rector
as defending premarital sex. Jervey's suit against the college
board of visitors, Dr. Martin,
and the college rector, Leonard
C. Muse, is asking for $150,000
in damages.
After three long days of trial,
U.S. District Judge Ted Dalton
ruled that the only question to
go to the jury is whether Jervey was deprived of about $23,000 in raises, benefits, and summer school employment after his
letter to Redbook was published
in 1968. Dalton ruled out $50,000
in punitive damages and the personal liability of Martin, Muse,
and the other board members.
Left intact is $100,000 in compensatory damages, now solely
directed against the college.
Jervey, who is an ordained
Methodist minister as well as
professor with tenure, sued the
college 33 months ago charging
ft.it his academic freedom in
the classroom was jeopardized
because he exercised his constifcutioruly guaranteed rights of
freedom of expression outside
the classroom. Martin, when
lut'stioned in court, charged that
Fervey, who has preached in
the Radford area and written
widely on the history of the
Methodist Church, was '•immature." Martin said this 'lack
at maturity" was displayed by
trying to scare a student with
i toy snake; by playing bridge
"excessively" with students; by
failing to report to the president
that freshman students proposed
tt> "demonstrate" in 1964; by
criticizing the way a Radford
high school class was taught
some years ago, and by writing
this letter to the Redbook editor.
The college's defense lawyer

has taken the position that Jervey
has been using books with fourletter words and pictures of nude
men and women in his classes.
Jervey's lawyer then subpoenaed
more than 200 books and publications on Jervey's reading lists
in the Radford College librarj
to show that Jervey has a wid€
range of views and opinions, far
right as well as far left, available to his students. Jervey,
when taking the stand stated that
he was never guilty of "advocating anything against the institution of marriage."
Professor Jervey is accused
of promoting premarital sex in
his classes at the 3,500 girl
school and using a certain book
that is too dirty to use at Radford. However, the college librarian, Joe Mitchell, testified
that the book was in the college
library well before Jervey made
it available to his students.
On the subject of language,
Dean Irvin Silverman said that
Jervey used "profane and vulgar" language. Defense lawyer,
Robert Brooks wanted the exact
words. "Do you want to say
them in front of ladies?", asked
the dean. The words "goddam"
plus another four-letter word
covering bodily functions have
been used freely throughout this
trial.
"Black history" was another
issue. Jervey was asked to teach
the subject and he countered by
proposing that Radford find a
capable black historian. "I tried
eight colored schools and couldn't
locate one," Clifford C. Norse,
who is a history professor.
"When evaluating the work of
a professor which is more important: what the students think
or rumors from local business
community?" questioned Philip
C. Hirschkop, who is Jervey's
lawyer. Martin replied, the businessmen have "far more judgment" on who makes "a contribution to the community." Numbers of both students and exstudents have testified they rate
Jervey highly as a teacher.

Yes, there are a lot of
good reasons for women
to quit smoking.
Find yours.
It
) That "Smoke Pretty" ad makes me furious. Whoever made
that up knows where the money is-fewer women than men are
uitting. But they won't get rich over my dead body.
) I want to be a teacher. How can I discourage kids from
moking when I smoke?
) I know my fathers been trying to quit. How can he with
me still puffing away'
1)1 want to wake up feeling fresh and clean again. I've had it
,with nicotine hang over in the mornings.
p<
) The thing that appeals to me most is: If you quit for good,
in most cases it can be as if you never smoked,
i
) Somewhere in the hack of my head I've been nursing the
illusion that smoking is really only dangerous for men. I've just
HI the latest statistics .The death rate for women who smoke
more than 20% higher than for women who don't. We've come a
long u ,i\ baby, but I'm not going any further.
(low all you need is help and encouragement. Send a postcard
today to: Women and Smoking. Rockville, Md. 20852. And we'll
end some free booklets to help and encourage you.

Genetics Clinic Goes on Road
To Take Counseling To People
by Dr. Charles J. Epstein
Director, March of Dimes
Genetic Counseling Clinic
San Francisco, California
A burst of public interest in
genetics has followed the announcement of recent dramatic advances in this relatively young science.
Amniocentesis has made it
possible to predict with certainty months before birth
that an expected baby will be
born with or without certain
genetic diseases.
As a result, genetic counseling, a form of applied human genetics, can now give
parents hard facts in cases
where before it was possible
to give only odds.
But one problem is delivery: How do you make genetic counseling available to
the people who need it?
Genetic counseling clinics
are part of the answer. With
support from the March of
Dimes we have established a
clinic here at the University
of California Medical Center
in San Francisco.
This genetics clinic is
unique because it is the only
one in the country—as far as
I know—that travels far into
outlying areas to carry genetic counseling to the people.
Our routes take us over the
Golden Gate Bridge and
north to Marin County,
across the Oakland Bay
Bridge 60 miles west into the
San Joaquin Valley, and
more than 200 miles south to
Santa Barbara and San Luis
Obispo.
Computing Odds
People from all economic
levels, from the wealthy to the
poor, come to the clinic. Sometimes they have heard about
it from a friend or read about
it in newspapers, but usually
they are referred to us by
their doctor or a public health
nurse.
For many couples who have
a history of a genetic disease
in their family, any pregnancy they undergo will run
a certain risk of producing a
child with that disease and
we can compute the odds. If
we find someone who is a carrier of a chromosome defect
that can be transmitted to
their offspring — a relatively
rare occurrence -then we do a
chromosome analysis on everyone in the family. Then all
who are carriers will be aware
of it.
The majority of couples we
see have had a child with a
defect and their fears have
raised questions: What are
our chances of having another
child with this same disease?
If we have normal children,
what will be their chances of
having children with this
disease?

Fetal Cell Study
For the woman who has
had a child with a serious
genetic defect —one form of
mongolism, for example—and
finds herself pregnant again,
the anxiety can be overwhelming. Many couples in
this position don't believe
themselves able to cope with
another child with the same
defect. It is for them that
amniocentesis has particular
value.
Between the 12th and 16th

Dimes, the federal government and some private agencies. We are looking for the
basic chemical differences between normal and chromosomally abnormal cells.
Understanding how the metabolism of a defective cell
differs from a normal cell
should help us understand
how chromosome errors cause
birth defects.
We are also investigating
the very early development
of the embryo after fertiliza-

ln Santo Barbara, Calif., more than 200 miles south of San Francisco
where his day started. Dr. Charles J. Epstein sets up his March of Dimes
Genetic Counseling Clinic and studies the reactions of 6-month-old
Andrew Herman and then his brother Robert, 3. Both have congenital
nerve deafness.

week of pregnancy, fetal cells
can be withdrawn in the amniotic fluid surrounding the
fetus. A study of these cells
can determine whether there
are chromosome abnormalities and some of the enzyme
deficiencies that will produce
malformed or mentally retarded children. W^hen these
diseases are diagnosed, the
parents will need to decide
whether to have such a child.
When the tests indicate a normal fetus, the relief and joy of
the parents promotes a
healthy attitude for the duration of the pregnancy.
In nearly all cases, the people we see are happy to get a
straight story—good or bad.
It takes some of the speculation out of the very hard decisions they have to make.
Research Effort
When we are not seeing
people in our clinic we are
continuing our research, supported by the March of

tion, and the development of
sperms and eggs before fertilization—anything that could
go wrong and lead to an aberration of birth.
The number of diseases
that can be detected before
birth will grow in the future.
Better ways will be developed
for screening for carriers, especially for those genetic diseases that are concentrated
in specific population groups,
such as sickle cell anemia in
the blacks and lay-Sachs disease in those of Jewish
ancestry.
As the medical community
becomes more aware of which
diseases have a genetic basis,
much of the kind of counseling we do in our clinic will be
done by the physician at the
local level. In the meantime,
clinics like ours will fill part
of the gap.

Gymnastics

Says:

(Continued from page 9)
Jo Smith took first place in
tumbling with a routine consisting of a well executed back somersault and two aerial moves.
Carolyn Paxton as All Around
competitor from Longwood surpassed the All Around competitor from Radford. This means
in competing in each event on
the four Olympic pieces, she had
the higher total score of the two
girls.
The Longwood team will take
part in Gymnastics Regional at
Memphis State University this
week end.

Charlie Brown
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New York Rock & Roll Ensemble
And Sha Na Na Coming To H-S
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By ROBERT SELLS
Hampden-Sydney Correspondent
With the New York Rock &
Roll Ensemble and Glory River
scheduled for Mid-Winters
March 11 and 12, and Sha Na Na
booked for Finals weekend on May
13, the Student Activities Committee (SAC) of Hampden-Sydney
is attempting to provide quality
entertainment for students during second semester, according
to Bo Taylor, director of the
SAC.
SAC dues are $20.00, which entitles the member and his date to
attend all SAC functions free of
charge. Costs for non-members
are $4.00 per person for concerts, $1.50 stag and $2.50 drag
for Combo Parties, 75 cents per
person for Happy Hours, and 50
cents per person for movies.
During Happy Hours beer will be
10 cents a draught to everyone
and during Combo Parties beer
will be free. Below is a calendar
of events for March, April, and
May.

By ROBERT SELLS
Hampden-Sydney Correspondent
Hampden-Sydney's first experience with the "free college"
concept has been extremely successful, according to Project DIG
(Dynamic Intra-Student Growth)
coordinator, Wayne McAllister.
The free college program initiated this year by H-S in conjunction with Longwood, seeks
to offer courses not usually
taught in colleges or universities on a noncredit basis. Thus
the students take only those
courses that interest them.
The eight courses currently
being offered at H/S are taught
voluntarily by professors and/or
students. They include Environmental Studies, Visual Aesthetics, Short Novel, Guitar, Art,
Bridge, Mysticism, Auto Mechanics, and Tae Quon Do (the
Korean Art of hand and foot
fighting.)

MARCH
5

Movie

Happy Hour
11

Concert

19
APRIL
8

Movie
Concert

14

Combo Party

16

Movie

20

Happy Hour

30

Movie

MAY
2

Happy Hour

13

Concert

Yellow Submarine
(Johns-7;30 p.mT)
The Tiger Inn
(5-7 p.m.)
Mid-Winters
New York Rock & Roll
Ensemble and Glory River
(Gammon Gym - 8 p.m.)
Charade
(Johns-7:30 p.m.)
Crazy Horse
(Gammon Gym - 8 p.m.)
Road Apple Red
(Johns Rec Room, 8:30 p.m.
12 a.m. Free Beer)
Ipcress File
(Johns-7:30n.m.)
The Tiger Inn
(5-7 p.m.)
Winning
(Johns-7:30 p.m.)
The Tiger Inn
(5-7 p.m.)
Finals
Sha Na Na
(Gammon Gym - 8 p.m.)

An unexpected
child can really
rock the cradle.
Don't get us wrong.
We think children are priceless, too?
But if a child happens to be unplanned, it could mean
financial pressures.
You see, a child is not just an extra mouth to feed. It's a
whole other life to be provided for.
And that takes money.
Fact is, the cost to raise a child to age 18 ran around $25,000
(more for some, less for others, dependent on family income)
in the mid-60's. And what inflation will do to the cost in the future
is anybody's guess!
But no matter what the amount is, it's easy to see that the cost
of rearing children is an economic reality one can't ignore. That is,
if each child is to get what he or she deserves.
Which is why we advise every couple to plan how many children
they want. And when they want them: when they can be a welcome
addition rather than an accidental burden.
Because, as we all know, it's awfully hard to give with a full
heart when one's pockets are empty.
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Free College Is Successful
On Hampden -Sydney Campus

Judicial Board
(Continued from Page 1)
effective the proposal would be
as a deterrent to students to stop
stealing. Sandy said she felt it
would have this effect, but when
asked if the rule in the handbook
had stopped stealing in the dormitories, she admitted it had not
and agreed that stealing is increasing. Bobbsie Bannon said,
"I would consider it a greater
deterrent to see in there (the
handbook): Students are reminded that stealing in the town of
Farmville is not in the jurisdiction of Judicial Board and they
may be turned over to civil authorities."
Many of the rest of the questions concerned the policies that
would be established if the proposal is passed. Several students
wondered how the board would
decide what offense is serious
enough to draw suspension and
they questioned if this is not a
moral question. They also questioned whether the board was
taking too much work on itself.
Sandy said the cases would be
handled like all others that come
before the board. Each case would
be thoroughly investigated and if
any reasonable doubt existed, it
would be dismissed. Each student
would also be allowed to have a
student counselor. As to making
a value decision about cases, she
pointed out that they do that now
and that each case must be decided on its individual aspects.
Sandy also said that, since they
had turned many social regulations over to Residence Board and
did not anticipate a great increase in shoplifting cases, she
felt the board could handle the
work with no great problem.
Two questions that were often
asked were: If the proposal is not
passed, can students found guilty
by the courts be suspendedV Do

According to Mike Crookshank, a Project DIG sponsor,
'The program is designed to
add an extra dimension to the
traditional educational concept,
thereby enriching those programs offered at H-S."
McAllister is very optimistic
about the popularity and effectiveness of the program to date.
"We feel that it will motivate
students to a greater awareness
and appreciation of education,
utilize untapped resources in both
the community and the college,
and bring about a closer relationship between students and
faculty," he says.
With classes already meeting, McAllister said that initial
response has been excellent, with
an increase in participation expected. Of the courses being
taught at H-S, Auto Mechanics
has proved most popular to date.
students have to turn other students in?
Sandy answered that since
there would be no statement in
the handbook, Judicial Board
would have no authority to suspend convicted students. Students
would be expected to follow the
statement in the handbook that
they should turn in known violators of the Honor Code.
Kay Oliver, a Judicial Board
member, said that putting the
proposal in the handbook is also
a way of "thinking of the future."
She said that, if the stealing continued, many students would find
it difficult to cash checks and receive credit as the merchants reacted. "They're not giving you
any evidence," challenged one
student. "I don't see how you can
say that it's been all Longwood
students doing it. I mean, you're
not saying it, but you're saying,
if we do this, a lot of stealing
will stop. How do you know?"
Kay said she had not meant a lot
of students are shoplifting, but
that she wants to stop the ones
who are.
Dr. Willett concluded the forum
with a statement lauding Legislative Board for the way it had
handled the question in throwing
it open to the student body. He
said it was "a perfect example
of the way a legislative board
ought to operate."

For All Of Your
Sewing Needs Shop

SCHEMBER'S
Fashion Fabrics
Next To State Theater

VIRGINIA TELEPHONE
AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY
There Is No Place Like Home"

Planned Parenthood

You Could Be Home Right Now

Children by choice. Not chance.

With Long Distance

For further information, write Planned Parenthood,
Box 431, Radio City Station, New York, NY. 10019.

m.

Planned Parenthood is a national, non-profit organization dedicated to providing
information and effective means of family planning to all who want and need it.
advertising contributed for the public good cjiaj^v.
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With Direct Distance Dialing
Home Is Just Seconds Away
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Virginia Private Colleges

Mrs. Anderson
Wjns Award

By VALERIE BLANKS
The Freedoms Foundation at
Valley Forge has selected Mrs.
Nancy D. Anderson as a recipmight be. The amount of the loan ient of their teachers award for
By JOHN D. GUTHRIE
Hampden-Sydney Correspondent cannot be any higher than the her services in the community
The Student Aid Bill was pass- average state appropriation per and school.
ed by both houses of the 1972 student at the state - supported
A professor of speech here at
Virginia General Assembly last colleges in Virginia. This aver- Longwood, Mrs. Anderson is the
week. The bill makes every Vir- age amount is about $800.
only recipient for the "Valley
The Council of Independent Forge Teachers Medal Award"
ginia student who attends a Virginia private college eligible for Colleges in Virginia proposes in Virginia for 1971.
a loan that he does not have to starting the loans with the enThe winning of the award came
repay if he stays in school and tering freshman class in the fall with the production last February
makes satisfactory academic of 1972. The full financial impact of the dramatic musical she wrote
of the program will be felt in and directed, "Man's Four Freeprogress.
Debate centered on the fact that 1976, the cost of the program doms."
the bill makes no distinctions being $13.8 million.
The Freedoms Foundation at
The bill now awaits Gov. Hol- Valley Forge is a nonprofit, nonabout the financial needs of students. Every Virginia student ton's signature. It was passed political, nonsectarian organizataking undergraduate studies in a with more than a two-thirds ma- tion dedicated to preserving and
Virginia private college is elig- jority in both houses of the Gen- perpetuating the American demoible for a loan no matter how large eral Assembly.
cratic republic.
or small his family's income

Now Eligible For State Aid

23 Entries In Miss Longwood
Pageant Exhibit Many Talents
By BECKY NICHOLSON
These are Entries Chairman
Diane Derrick's comments about
the Miss Longwood Pageant which
is to be held on Saturday, April
15, in Jarman Auditorium. The
theme of the pageant is "Far
Away Places," which is an international theme. At the present
time there are twenty-three girls
who have entered the pageant.
These girls have a variety of
talents which include: piano recitals, dancing, singing, dramatic
monologue, organ recital, sewing, and free exercise.
On March 7 the 23 applicants
will be narrowed down to fifteen. The remaining 15 will participate in the pageant in April.

They will be judged according
to the following categories of
competition: talent, evening
gown, swinsuit, poise.
The five judges who will select the winner are: Mr. Wayne
Roberts of Clarksville; Mrs. L.
E. Christiansen of Roanoke; Mrs.
Barbara Matacia of Keswick, Mr.
Tom Morrison of Roanoke and
Mr. T. Corson Spencer of Charlottesville, Virginia.
The winners will receive
awards, and the merchants of
Farmville will donate gifts such
as watches, alarm clocks, and
luggage. Miss Longwood will be
eligible to represent Longwood
College in the Miss Virginia
Pageant in July.

HOTEL WEYANOKE
Air Conditioned
& Remodeled
Home Cooked Meals
Main Street

"My husband, Alexander, is a
Lt. Commander in the Navy.
Four years ago he was reported
missing in action.
There's a chance he was taken
prisoner and is still alive.
But 1 don't know.
And I can't find out.
Hanoi won't tell our government.
Hanoi won't tell me."

ffiiMMB
Farmville, V«.

SHOW TIMES:
Wttkdays: 7:15 A 9:00 P. M.
Sat. A Sun. Matinee 2:30
Evening 7:15 A 9:00 P. M
Today-Sat.
"COMEDY, FANTASY AND
LOTS OF ROCK..."

(

Ahead

COLOR
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One side ofthePOW
question is not complicated.
That's the human side.

Sun.-Tues

ALTHOUGH the prifoner-of o{ the men you have held so long

"IT IS A JOY!"
Paramount Pxiu'et PkttMffl

HAROLD
and
MAUDE
(ll*

(o'o' by UcKnicolo*

^^^

A Pofomount PictiH*

^^^^

Coming soon
STRAW DOGS

/-% war question is often complex and even confuting,
one side of it should he very simple.
Tint's the part that deals with the
treatment oi prisoners of war. That's
not a political issue, hut a human
issue.
Ot course, we all want the war to
end and the prisoners of war to he
released as goon as possible.
But meanwhile there is no need
tor \ lanoi and its allies to delay even
i day m answering this plea:
Let your POW camps in North
Vietnam, South Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos he visited by neutral
observers.
Let the world know the names
^P

\HKIU

in Red Cross

in secret captivity.
Assure the world through unhiased official observers that you
are treating American Prisoners according to humane standards long
practiced by civilized nations.

SUPPORT
OUR PLEA
TO HANOI
AND ITS ALLIES:

That's the issue.
It's that simple.
It's that non-political.
It's that human.
Hanoi can open its prison camps
to neutral ohservers without bargaining, even without consultation.
By doing so now, Hanoi would
earn the gratitude of millions of
Americans and find new stature in
the eyes of the world.

Clear away the doubts —
Open your prison camps to
neutral observers...
now!

We ask no more than we give. All American
and South Vietnamese prison camps are inspected regularly by official neutral observers The International Gwnmitteeof theRedCross.
Advwtiiiing contributed forth* public good Q

National League of Famil ies of American Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia.
1606 "K" Street. N.W.. Washington, I) C. 20006
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

